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Several readers of the Advance
have informed us they construed the
article in that paper ot Oct. 21st just
as we did, that Tt classed the silver-ite- s

with the anarchist and socialist.
They also com nend us for not noti-

cing--bis editorial in last week's
issue. Since be insists we reproduce
hisfirst editorial which provoked the
reply, giving it in lull, leaving our
readers to judg2 whether or not we
told the truth--. - We call your espe-

cial attention to the sentence which

contains the following clause :

the advocates ot silver, socialism .and
anarchy have. been dinning into the
people by just such falsehoods for
years." We only said the Advance
classed the silverites with the social-

ist and anarchist. Reader, we leave
it with you to say whether or not we
were right.
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